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It’s all about the money
Buy on the expectation
Sell on the reality
Modern financial market adage

Babylonian temple ruin

The first information we have about money comes from Mesopotania,
where records among other things show that temples issued debts. But
debts appear not to have been transferable; they were only means of
financing. Moreover, the accumulations found in the temples appear to have
stemmed from payments to the temples accumulated over time, thus not
based on private deposits. In general, barter and use of commodity money
such as barley and silver (which were units of accounts) dominated.

Cattle still have monetary uses in modern East Africa, as it did in pre-historic Europe, a
fact preserved in the word ‘pecuniary’, derived from ‘pecus',the Latin word for cattle.

Many objects that function as commodity monies and units of account also
have general utility uses, e.g. barley and cattle; or ornamental uses, for
instance gold, silver and cowrie shells. Commodity monies switch in an out
of their monetary function, which means the monetary base in societies
using commodity monies can be very volatile. At the relatively low level of
economism that normally characterize commodity money-using cultures,
this is however not of great significance.

Early Danish coin of almost pure silver, king Canute, c.
1000 AD. The need of the king to distribute large
amounts of Danegeld to viking armies was probably a
major impetus for striking coins validated by the stamp
of the powerful king, known to all.

Danish coin c. 1250 AD. In intervening
period, the coinage was severely debased.
Kings, but at times also bishops and nobles,
reaped the benefit of the seigniorage,
which functioned as a tax.

With the development of coins, exchange media constituting a more
permanent monetary base arose. At first, the rationale for minting coins, i.e.
validating the weight-fineness with a royal stamp, was probably simply the
convenience of not having to weigh and ascertain the commodity lumps during
each transaction. However, it was quickly realized that this practice gave the
kings the possibility of stretching the value of the circulating metal by debasing
it. That meant that the value began to contain a fiat element that was validated
by the acceptance of the coins in payment for taxes, fines and tithes.

UK’s gold reserves is
a government asset,
but has no longer
any direct monetary
function.

Goldsmiths initiated fractional banking in the 17th century when they
began to issue transferable drawing notes in excess of the gold people
had deposited in their vaults. Thus, the notes expanded the money
supply. Governments soon learned from the goldsmiths and began to
issue their own notes, which in an equal fashion were fractionally
backed by a promise of exchanging the notes for gold or silver on
presentation.

Funds held in a checking account establish the right to pay bills by cheque.

After the industrial revolution, a rising need for transaction money arose.
This led to the proliferation of cheques drawn on bank accounts, which
massively expanded the money supply. Funds in bank accounts either
derive from deposits of income and wealth, or credit extended by the
banks. Coin and notes continued to dominate ordinary people’s wage
payments and shopping transactions well into modern times, but cheques
became the dominant mode of payment among businesses and the rich.

Fractional banking with
10% reserve requirement
The money multiplier
based on reserve
requirements is today a
discredited model. Most
central banks no longer
enforce reserve
requirements (i.e. Bank of
Canada) but supervise
banks’ risk-liquidity
positions.

In 1971, American president Richard Nixon ‘closed the gold window’ revoked the rights of foreign central banks to exchange dollars for gold.
That broke the final tenuous link between money and the value of a
commodity. Subsequently, transaction money are either coins and notes
issued as fiat money by governments, or bank account money. Through
the fractional principle, the asset base of the commercial banks is
multiplied many times over by the IOUs that the banks bring into
existence by extending credits to customers.

This is your money: most of today’s money exist physically as magnetized bits in data banks.

Computers and plastic cards have given rise to a revolution in the physical
appearance of transaction money. Recent estimates is that government
coins and banknotes only account for appr. 3 - 4 % of all money in
circulation. Modern money is therefore primarily computer postings that
record debit and credit movements in and out of bank accounts.

Some consider government banknotes as debts of governments. This view
perhaps made sense back when the governments promised to pay gold or
silver for the circulating notes, as the above silver dollar note does. Today,
however, there is no longer any promise to convert issued notes into
another value form. Therefore, money brought into existence by government
expenditures in excess of its receipts (seigniorage) imposes no direct fiscal
responsibility on the government.

British banknotes explicitly only promise to give the bearer another one pound note in exchange for
the one in our pocket. In practice, when the banknote is worn out, one can exchange it for a new one.

Modern money is a medium of exchange which the government creates by
paying for goods and services, or by crediting bank accounts with transfers
(unemployment assistance and other social payments, government pensions,
etc.). It has no liability for issued money once it is sent into circulation. The
value is established simply by the willingness of government to accept the
money as payment for taxes, public user fees, etc., as well as the general
public’s willingness to use the notes in the market exchanges they engage in.

Modern banks have four main socio-economic functions: 1) by recording
debit and credits flowing in and out of bank accounts they mediate the
economy’s payments flows, except for the few percent still directly transacted
by coins and banknotes; 2) they offer savings account, i.e. deposits not held
for transaction purposes; 3) they leverage investment and consumption by
issuing credits (IOUs, including mortgages) to account holders; 4) they invest
in debt (e.g. bonds) and speculate in financial markets for their own accounts.

Getting the mortgage for the bubble inflated price of a new home and buying the
furniture on store credit: the beginning of the happy life of debt peonage.

A commercial bank can only create money if it can find someone who is
willing to become its debtor and pay interest on the loan. When banks
create credit money, their constraint is the need for reserves (liquidity and/
or capital buffers). Reserve requirements, although often law mandated, is
not a serious constraint in normal times when banks can issue whatever
credits they find profitable (which is expansion of the asset side on balance
sheets), and then acquire matching reserves (which is expansion of
liabilities) in money markets, including markets for central bank reserves.

Case

Joe pays Jill for goods or services from a transaction account
1Aggregate of household circulating money (HCM) does not change
Joe’s
bank account

Debit

Examples of
functional
operations
of modern
transaction
banking and
its influence
of money
aggregates
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Jill’s
bank account

Credit

Payment from transaction account pays credit card debt
Aggregate of HCM goes down
Joe’s
bank account

Debit
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Credit

Joe pays Jill for goods and services by credit card.
The bank expands the aggregate of HCM.
Joe’s credit
card account
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A debt to Jill is paid down with a credit card.
Debt pays debt and the aggregate of HCM does not change
Jill’s
Joe’s credit
bank account
card account
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Government and money 1
Modern market economies have four components: A, a circulating market
economy consisting of households and non-bank firms. B, commercial
banks including the clearing mechanisms they have established. C, various
government operations. D, a central bank that anchors the circulating
economy by issuing currency and bank reserves, setting interest rates
used in interbank transactions, and monitoring payment systems.

Paying
taxes

Joe sends a cheque as
tax payment to the
gove r n m e n t , w h i c h
debits his bank account
with the amount.
A commercial bank
account is debited

Joe’s bank credits the
government’s central
bank (CB) account with
the amount.
The money is removed
from the circulating
economy.

The government’s account with the central bank is not part of the
circulating market economy and therefore paying taxes reduces the
aggregate money supply available to the circulating market economy.

Government and money 2
The government pays Joe
for goods and services
(perhaps labour services)
by debiting its CB
account.

Joe’s bank account is
credited with the
amount.
Money is injected into
the circulating economy

Since the government always can add money to its CB account with a
keystroke on a computer, the government’s CB account is not money of
the normal fixed, countable kind. It is a special account, a fount of money
which the government controls the outflow from.
Government agencies and institutions engaged in providing public goods
and services often have transaction accounts in commercial banks. Seen
from this perspective, they consequently belong to the circulating market
economy, but differ by not having a profit motive. They respond to
political directives in their pricing policies, and can, if needed, get part or
all of their operating funds from the CB fount.

Sweden’s Riksbank was the first national bank in the West.

A government with its own currency & central bank can create money in
two ways: A) It can borrow the money from its CB by ‘selling’ bonds against
which the CB credits the government. In practice, bonds are often first sold
to financial markets and then bought back by the CB in accordance with
policies (for instance, quantitative easing - QE).
2. It can ‘print’ money by crediting its own account at the CB with money
initiated by keystrokes on a CB computer. The money are then sent into
circulation by paying for government expenditures.

Greece - the mother of European civilization, now the mother of the European
debt crisis, much of its debt denominated in euros which the country can’t create

Provincial governments such as Ontario’s cannot create its own, interest free
money, but only finance deficits by selling interest bearing bonds to private
actors in financial markets, or to the country’s central bank (which then can
chose to create the money or itself tap commercial markets). After adopting
the euro, Greece is in a position akin to Ontario: it has no effective control
over the currency it uses, nor the interest rates it has to pay on debt.

Quantitative Easing: The Theory

Governments’ post-crisis attempts to restart economies have mostly
focused on monetary policies, including bringing short term interest rates
almost down to zero. Another policy, adopted for instance in the U.S., is
quantitative easing (QE), a euphemism for using CB created cash to buy
securities with longer maturities. The goal is to stimulate the economy by
inserting liquidity into markets and pushing long-term interest rates down.

However, the main result of Q.E. in the U.S. has been to feed into a liquidity
trap, which Keynes predicted will develop in recessions. The sign of this is the
build-up of the excess reserve balances that the commercial banks hold with
the Fed. Thus, the economic effects of QE have not been what was hoped for.

Graham Towers, Bank of Canada Governor during the Second World War years,
directed the money creation that paid for part of Canada’s war expenses.

A more effective way for governments to stimulate a recessionary
economy is by raising fiscal expenditures, which can be funded by the CB’s
ability to create money. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the
Great Depression of the 1930s first really ended when the Second World
War forced governments everywhere to massively expand fiscal balances,
much of it financed by central bank money creation.

Joe Stiglitz, Nobel laureate: “In a recession, the multiplier of government expenditures is
high” (in “The Price of Inequality”).

The constraints on monetary expansion used to fund fiscal stimulus is a
function of 1) the extent to which expenditures already are committed to
debt service; 2) the level of under-utilized capacities in the real economy,
which determines the level of inflation that money expansion incurs. Insofar
that the multiplier of government investments is high in a recessionary
economy (4 to 5 suggested by Stiglitz) the first point is not so important
since the government will recoup the extra outlays though future taxes; in
other words, the upward bump in deficits will not be long term.
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Cameron and Harper - Friends in policies of austerity and perpetual tax cuts

The purposes of austerity is seldom to balance the books per se, but to
A) make room for further rounds of tax cuts; B) to ensure that the
costs of asset bubble busts, which the whirlpools of unstable financial
speculation periodically lead to, mainly are borne by the 99% through
lost income, and taxes increasingly paying for bail-outs and government
debt payments and not services; and C) guard against debt reaches
levels where debt write-downs become unavoidable.

